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The Save Our Tigers 
campaign was born out of 
a partnership between 
WCT, NDTV, Aircel and 
Sanctuary Asia. 
Implemented in India 
starting in 2008, it aimed 
to increase the dwindling 
tiger population and bring 
it back from the brink of 
extinction

Larger Headline
Goes Here
Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus 
et malesuada fames ac turis egestas. Proin pharetra 
nonummy pede. Mauris et orci
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The ad campaign 

About The Campaign
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From 2010 to 2015, the Wildlife 
Conservation Trust (WCT) ran 
several telethons, raising funds 
and awareness for the 
campaign.
The campaign was a success, 
with more than $1.2 million raised 
over the years.
But did the tiger population 
increase?
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About The Campaign

Campaign results
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➢ Tigers are an endangered species with less than 3000 in India, which makes up for 
70% of the global tiger population

➢ Do we need to be worried about the tigers again? 
➢ Are conservation efforts like the Save Our Tigers campaign effective?
➢ How can we use this knowledge for future conservation efforts?

The “WHY”
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DATASET:
Forest Occupancy and Population Estimates of Tigers as per the Refined Methodology 
from 2006 to 2014
Dataset is obtained from Government of India’s public data platform 
➢ Attributes: Population of tigers across states and regions over the years 2006, 2010, 

2014 
➢ Find trends in the time-series data
➢ Discover the change in tiger population across states over the years
➢ Compare tiger populations between states and across years

The “WHAT”
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The “What”: Sample idiom
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Tools:
D3.js/Tableau/Python? Still need to narrow down
Web app using HTML CSS for frontend?
Still looking for a group member who might know web development/d3.js

References:
https://www.wildlifeconservationtrust.org/our-work/campaigns/save-our-tigers-campaign/
https://data.gov.in/resources/forest-occupancy-and-population-estimates-tigers-refined-methodology-
2006-2014

The “HOW”

https://www.wildlifeconservationtrust.org/our-work/campaigns/save-our-tigers-campaign/
https://data.gov.in/resources/forest-occupancy-and-population-estimates-tigers-refined-methodology-2006-2014
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Why:
Provide a visualization to know if tiger populations have increased with conservation efforts

What:
Show dynamically the population of tigers over time across different states of India

How:

An interactive web app using d3.js or web technologies

Summary:

Thank You!


